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CHAPTER 1

introduction

ministers carry out religious administrative social
psychological and legal functions for their congregations

they hear confessions preach sermons provide some level of

individual or marriage counsellingunsellingco perform baptisms wed-

dings and funerals comfort the sick or their families and

take care of the daytodayday businessto ofday the church much of

their work involves spending time with individuals or families
in the congregation and must be carried on outside of normal

work hours in fact members illnesses or crises can call
ministers from home any time of the day or night much of

their time is spent helping and giving to others when the

minister comes home for however long he is home before he

is called out again or someone comes to see him he may not

have much emotional energy to share with his family in fact
one of the reasons for celibacy requirements in the catholic
church is that the priestspriest energies would not be divided

between his family and the parishioners 1

1 of course there are female ministers and their
numbers are increasing but most of the research to date has
been done on male ministers and their families the spouses
and families of female ministers may encounter many of the
same pressures and stresses as those of male ministers but
there may be important differences related to societal gender

s
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the ministers family may or may not have official duties
in the church but its members are often faced with high

expectations the wife may be expected to lead the womens

auxiliary sing in the choir attend all social events

organize charity functionsunctionsfunctions and teach sunday school at the
very least she is usually expected to be a full participant
in the church and along with her husband and children a

model of christian living whether the congregation really
expects all this of the ministers family is not as important

as whether the family thinksthink it does

the minister and his family may be provided a home by the
congregation that plus a modest salary may relieve him of

worldly financial concerns and allow him to concentrate on

his spiritual duties to the wife though the parsonage may

not seem such a blessing beside the fact that she may not

like the house or it may not be suitable for the size or needs

of the family it is probably close to the church and is
considered by many members to belong to the church and not the
family some members may protest simple changes ie differ-
ent color house paint and such restrictions on the wifes
personal choices can be stressful similar restrictions extend

to her clothing and behavior she should not dress or act in

such a way that she gives the impression of being above the

rest of the congregation nor should she dress so poorly as to

role expectations since this study focuses on a group with an
allmaleall clergymale ministers will be referred to with masculine
pronouns and their spouses referred to as wives

f
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reflect badly on them she should be conservative but not

frumpy and educated but not intellectually superior she

should be friendly with everyone and have no cliquish special
friends while it can be very difficult to live up to all
these expectations openly rebelling against them would

reflect badly on her husband possibly even costing him his
job the children face similar pressures with peers criti-
cizing them for being goody goody and adult church members

expecting either the best or the worst from the pastorspas

kids
torfs

the family often has the feeling they live in a

fishbowlfish withbowl church members observing and criticizing their
every action often the parsonage is the fishbowlfish locatedbowl

near the chuch much church business is conducted in it and

members may feel very free to drop by at any time some even

walk in without knocking this puts the familys habits
relationships and housekeeping skills on continual display

while many of these pressures are petty irritations the
combination and the relentlessness take their toll even when

the family tries to schedulehedule much needed time together a

crisis in some church members life is likely to cancel their
plans

this is not to say that being a minister is an unreward-

ing and unreasonably demanding job that is impossibly hard on

the family the minister probably felt called to this work

and received many years of training to prepare him for its
requirements he probably had a good idea of what to expect

s
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likewise his wife probably knew before she married him or

early in the marriage that she would be a ministers wife and

had time to prepare for the pressures while financial rewards
may be limited religious rewards may be great status and

other social rewards may also be major compensations the
important point is that the minister and his wife generally
chose to accept the lifestyle pressures and rewards and had

time to learn about and prepare for them

bishops in the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints LDS or mormon church and their wives do not have

the opportunity to choose and prepare for the demanding life-
style the way other ministers and their wives do LDS bishops

dont specifically train for the ministry their college

degrees if they have them may be in law business medicine

history art physics psychology or any other area but will
almost surely not be in divinity theology or religion the
LDS church has no professional ministry so no position for

trained ministers LDS bishops train for and work in whatever

occupation they have chosen and do their work as bishops

during their offdutyoff hoursduty their calling as bishop is a

temporary one usually lasting about five years and they do

not ask for it but are asked by church leaders to accept it
most men in the church will never have the position but all
are potential bishops they may be called at any age although

most seem to be around forty and they usually have only a few

days or weeks notice before being officially placed in the

in
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position the bishop and his wife may have considered that he

might one day be called to the position or they may never

have thought about it though they have known many bishops

throughout their lives in the church they probably have a

limited concept of the demands the position places on the
bishop and his family but most bishops and their wives seem

to view the calling as a good thing accept the position and

do their best
these factors make the families of LDS bishops an excel-

lent group in which to study family stress bishops carry out

most of the same duties as protestant ministers and catholic
priests and their families experience many of the same

pressures as ministers families but bishops and their
families neither choose nor have time to prepare exclusively

for the position therefore they are facing a sudden change

in their lifestyle that has the potential to add considerable

stress while many studies have been done of families facing

sudden and stressful lifestyle changes those studies have

usually involved disasters or negative life events earth-
quakes divorce military separation family illness or

death bishops and their families generally view the calling
as a positive event yet it can still be stressful does the

research on disastrous and negative events apply to families
facing stressful positive events this study seeks to discover

through a national survey of LDS bishops wives whether
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families respond to positivelyviewedpositively stressfulviewed events the
same way as to negativelyviewednegatively eventsviewed

statement of the problem

it has long been recognized that individual stress is
produced by positive as well as negative events selye 1956

family stress can also result from positive as well as

negative events boss 1987 boss 1988 intuitively it seems

unlikely that families would respond in the same way to
positively and negativelyperceivednegatively eventsperceived but family stress
theory offers only one model of response to family life
changing events the purpose of this study is to determine

whether a modification of the model might be more appropriate

for positivelyperceivedpositively stressorperceived events in this case the
event of having the husbandfatherhusband calledfather to serve as bishop

additionally this study seeks to provide greater understand-

ing of the relative importance of various stresses and rewards

experienced by bishops families and how the families cope

with the stresses

family stress models

reuben hills ABCX model of family stress provides a

framework for family stress theory boss 1987 the model

consists of three variables that may combine to produce stress
and crisis A is the provoking event or stressorstresserst Bressor is the
resources or strengths the family has at the time of the

event C is the meaning that the family attaches to the

all
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event and X is the stress and crisis that may result hill
1958 hill and hansen 1962 hansen and hill 1964 boss 1987

boss 1988 the same stressor can affect families very differ-
ently because one family may have fewer resources adap-
tability health economic stability unity common interests
affection etc or may define the stressor as more threaten-
ing or hardshipprovokinghardship hillprovoking 1958 hill and hansen 1962

boss 1987 when stress overwhelms the familys resources and

ability to maintain its structure crisis results boss 1987

hill theorized that family function deteriorates rapidly

if not immediately after a stressor event an event that has

the potential to change family relationships and functioning

hill 1958 hill and hansen 1962 hansen and hill 1984 boss

1987 As figure 1 shows a stressor event is followed by a

period of disorganization during which previous interaction
and coping patterns are inadequate or ineffective after a

period of time the family enters a recovery phase the family

reorganizes at a level of functioning above below or equal

to its prestressorpre levelstressor boss 1987 states that the varia-

tion in levels of recovery seems to be supported by clinical
observation although it has not been empirically verified

IIXII
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ac5c

ab5b

aa5a

1 level of family functioning before event occurred
2 event occurs
3 low point in period of disorganization hitting bottom
4 period of recovery
5 level of reorganization

a below previous level of functioning
b equal to previous level of functioning
c higher than previous level of functioning

figure 1 hills family crisiscrisi roller coaster model
boss 1987 697

considerable research has gone into determining what

events can trigger a crisis hill 1958 mccubbin joy et al
1980 mccubbin and figley 1983 patterson and mccubbin 1984

boss 1987 pittman and lloyd 1988 how families vary in their
vulnerability to crises hill 1958 hill and hansen 1962

mccubbin joy et al 1980 pilisuk and parks 1983 boss

1987 what resulting stresses the families experience

mccubbin joy et al 198019809 mccubbin and figley 1983 boss

1987 and how families cope with the stresses mccubbin et
al 1976 boss mccubbin and lester 1979 mccubbin joy et
al 1980 mccubbin boss et al 1980 ventura and boss 1983

pilisuk and parks 1983 patterson and mccubbin 1984 boss

3
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1987 pittman and lloyd 1988 each of these areas is related
to hills ABCX model

modifying family stress models

while the ABCX model has been researched mccubbin joy
et al 1980 mccubbin and figley 1983 boss 1987 supported

mccubbin boss et al 1980 mccubbin and figley 1983 boss

1987 and criticized or expanded klein 1983 mccubbin and

patterson 1983a mccubbin and patterson 1983b boss 1987 burr
1989 it seems as if the roller coaster model of disorgani-

zation recovery and reorganization has been accepted without

notable dissent family stress researchers cite the roller
coaster model before moving on to explore and test components

of the ABCX model mccubbin et al 1976 mccubbin et al 1979

mccubbin joy et al 1980 boss 1987 at least two reports

leave open the possibility of a modification in certain
circumstances hill hill 1958 hill and hansen 1962 hansen

and hill 1964 wrote that communitywidecommunity disasterswide

floodsearthquakes often resulted in an almost euphoric

increase in family solidarity in the first weeks after
the disaster hill 1958 147 but this euphoric period

occurred after the disorganization and beginning of recovery

smith 1983 describes a honeymoon phase as one of the stages

that follow a communitywidecommunity disasterwide but she does not

contrast her stages with hills roller coaster model both

these potential modifications applied only to communitywidecommunity

disasters

wide

1
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on the other hand observation anecdotes and even

popular language challenge the idea that the roller coaster
model adequately describes the pattern of stresses and coping

seen when the event that brought about the stress is viewed

positively by the family the common phrase honeymoon period

is an indication of the difference one is unlikely to hear a

tornado victim referred to as being in the honeymoon period of

rebuilding but the phrase is often used to refer to a period

of adjustment to a new job or role as parent the honeymoon

period is a time of high expectations and effort expected to
end when reality sets in at this point the predicted
disorganizationrecoveryreorganizationdisorganization patternrecovery mayreorganization follow

figure 2 diagrams the modified roller coaster model showing

the honeymoon period

6cac

6bab

6aaa

1 level of family functioning before event occurred
2 event occurs
3 honeymoon period
4 low point in period of disorganization hitting bottom
5 period of recovery
6 level of reorganization

a below previous level of functioning
b equal to previous level of functioning
c higher than previous level of functioning

figure 2 modified roller coaster model

ad ustmentjustment

3

2

4
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the difference between responses to positively and nega

tivelydively perceived events is the honeymoon period unlike the
euphoric or honeymoon phases hill and smith referred to as

following communitywidecommunity disasterswide the honeymoon period
proposed here occurs between the event and the crisis because

the family views the event positively it works to absorb the
new requirements and stresses without changing family struc-
ture or behavior patterns that have worked up to this point

reality sets in as the family realizes it cant do all that
it once did because of the additional requirements and

demands but the realization often comes after the family has

overextended worn itself out and collapsed into a crisis
this scenario is a familiar one but is this commonknowledgecommon

experience

knowledge

an empirical reality that is one of the questions

this study seeks to answer

in order to test the hypothesis that a positivelyviewedpositively
stressor

viewed

event will produce a period of increased organization

and family function before deterioration and rebuilding

phases a questionnaire was sent to a national sample of 434

wives of mormon bishops wives have been the subjects of many

studies of family stress especially those in which the

fathers physical or emotional absence was a major source of

the stress mccubbin et al 1976 boss mccubbin and lester
1979 mccubbin boss et al 1980 skinner 1983 boss 1987

since LDS bishops are often less available to their families

during their term as bishop it makes sense to measure family

hasesP
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stress via the wives perceptions the wives in the sample

were questioned about the length of time their husbands have

served as bishop some demographic variables how they

perceived the calling at the time it was extended what

problems and rewards they have experienced how they cope with

pressures and what advice they would give new bishops wives

they were also given general stress measures so that patterns
of stress over time in the position could be examined

background on study subjects

in the LDS church bishops are active and committed

members of local congregations wards who have been offi-
cially called to serve with responsibilities and duties
similar to those of other ministers A bishop along with two

counselors of his choosing presides over a ward of three to

four hundred people he carries out many of the same functions

as a protestant minister or catholic priest he also oversees

the provision of church welfare assistance and calls ward

members to or releases them from any of the hundreds of church

positions found in the layrunlay wardsrun he may formally inter-
view a large percentage of the adults each year have a

briefer interview with each family annually and interview

most of the adolescents twice a year he is also responsible

for counsellingunsellingco members as needed or for determining whether

professional counsellingunsellingco is needed he may be called upon to

provide shorttermshort housingterm for visiting leaders or others

visiting the area in short he has responsibility for the
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spiritual temporal and emotional needs of the members of his
ward the bishop serves without pay carrying out ward

business in addition to his regular employment and familyamily
duties though some bishops are given an idea of how long they
can expect to be in the position at the time they are called
there is no set term of office in unusual cases bishops may

serve for as little as one year or as long as ten years the
average is somewhere between three and six years it is
definitely a temporary position as are most positions in the
LDS church when the bishop is released he is given another

church calling but only rarely is the new position as

physically and emotionally demanding as that of bishop

the bishops wife also holds various church positions
through her lifetime although she may be released from them

during her husbands term as bishop she is also interviewed

by church leaders and must consent before her husband is
called as bishop but she is not called to be a cobishopco herbishop

husband cannot discuss church members problems with her and

she cannot share his decisionmakingdecision responsibilitiesmaking this
may be the first time during their marriage that her husband

has been unable to discuss important problems and decisions

with her during the main worship service the bishop sits on

the stand at the front of the church and his wife and children

sit with the rest of the congregation since mormons tend to

have largerthanaverage families heaton and goodman 1985

the bishops wife may be trying to keep several small children

f

larger than average
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quiet without her husbands assistance sunday is generally
the bishops busiest day so his wife may be alone in caring

for the children most of that day and have to take his place

in many family activities during the week as well even when

the bishop is home he may be on the phone with church

members or preoccupied with concerns related to his calling
one former bishopsbishop wife said it was easier on her and the

children when her husband stayed at church to conduct his
business because when he was at home they had the false
illusion that he was available to them

still a bishops calling is generally viewed positively
by the family since the call is considered to originate with

god it represents gods trust and confidence in the couple

there is satisfaction in serving others and there are social
and spiritual rewards including the opportunity to partici-
pate in special functions the couple would probably not

otherwise attend

research estionquestionou

when an event with the potential to change family

structure or interaction patterns is viewed by the family as

a good or positive event does a honeymoon period of

decreased stress and increased functioning precede the

disorganization predicted by hills roller coaster model of

family stress more specifically do the families of mormon

bishops experience a pattern of family functioning over time

that includes a honeymoon period of increased effort and

former s
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organization and decreased stress before periods of disorgani-

zation recovery and reorganization

importance of the study
many families prepare carefully for such expected events

as parenthood relocating having children leave home and

retirement some also prepare themselves for dealing with

unexpected events such as natural disasters unemployment a

parents illness or death in the family others take advan-

tage of support groups or counsellingunsellingco to help them through

stressful situations such as returning to school divorce

bankruptcy or a childs illness since the roller coaster
model is so widely accepted it may be the only model families
are exposed to in their preparation or while they are trying
to adjust therefore they will expect the most disruptive and

stressful period to occur very shortly or immediately after
the initial event if the honeymoon period is a reality
families facingacing a positive stressor will experience relatively
low stress and high functioning for a certain period of time

after the event they may think they have gotten through the

highstresshigh periodstress exceptionally well and expect better times

now to have reality set in and to experience disorganiza-

tion after such an easy period and such high expectations of

the future may cause additional confusion and stress families

could be better prepared and avoid the additional confusion if
they are provided with a more accurate model of stress and

functioning patterns see hansen and hill 1964 since many of

st

in
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the lifechanginglife eventschanging are ones that families are actively
pursuing or hoping for or those they simply see as welcome

challenges providing a realistic picture of stress patterns
produced by such events can help a substantial number of

families become better prepared for and more easily cope with

the stresses they will experience

appropriateness of study subjects

there is considerable literature related to the pressures

and stresses of being a ministers wife leading causes of

stress include
1 the feeling of living in a goldfish bowl or being

expected to be examples of christian living at all
times and in all situations blackwood 1951 denton
1962 douglas 1965 mace and mace 1980 schoun 1982
hseihhseuh and rugg 1983 hart 1984 cornell 1991

2 lack of time with the husband denton 1962 jennings
1980 mace and mace 1980 rediger 1982 schoun 1982
cornell 1991

3 the husbands being on call at all times making itvery difficult to have uninterrupted time together or
to plan trips or vacations denton 1962 platt and
moss 1976 mace and mace 1980 schoun 1982 hart 1984
cornell 1991

4 the husbands preoccupation with others problems even
when he is home platt and moss 1976

5 lack of friends in the congregation with whom she can
just be herself blackwood 1951 denton 1962 douglas
1965 platt and moss 1976 troost 1978 mace and mace
1980 hart 1984

6 uncertainty about her role and what is expected of her
denton 1962 platt and moss 1976 jennings 1980 mace

and mace 1980 schoun 1982 warner and carter 1984

7 constant phone calls jennings 1980 hill 1983 hsieh
and rugg 1983 hart 1984

19849
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8 the lack of a minister for the ministers family
because he is tired from dealing with other peoples
problems denton 1962 troost 1978 mace and mace
1980 rediger 1982 and

9 loneliness caused by the wifes efforts not to show
favoritism or cliquishness and by members reluctance
to a tell her anything she may pass on to the
minister b bring themselves to the attention of the
minister c take up her valuable time or d
associate with her because they are certain the
minister has told her everything they told him in
confidence denton 1962 hsieh and rugg 1983 hart
1984 warner and rugg 1984

the impact of some of these pressures is reflected in the
rising divorce rates among clergy mace and mace 1980

goodling and smith 1983 warner and carter 1984 though

clergy divorce rates are still well below overall divorce

rates they are rising rapidly mace and mace 1980

As mentioned earlier these and other stresses are part
of a lifestyle choice for the wives of protestant ministers
they generally knew early in the marriage that he intended to
be a minister and had the choice of accepting and planning for

this lifelong position or rejecting it before it became a

fact the wife of a LDS bishop on the other hand doesnt
have the opportunity to choose this lifestyle while she may

see her husband as a potential bishop that characterization
may fit most active mormon men she may have considered he

might be asked to hold the position when were older and

wiser and be unprepared for the calling to come when hes
fortyorty one so even if she has vague feelings that hell one

day be a bishop his receiving the calling is still relatively
unexpected for some it is a complete surprise as they never

a

he s
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envisioned their husbands in such a position the unexpected-

ness of the event or at least of its timing is a factor the
newlycallednewly bishopscalled family shares with the family learning

that a baby is suddenly available for adoption or that the

perfect job opportunity has just become available but will
require a crosscountrycross movecountry

many positive events have long periods of anticipation
nine months of pregnancy an unspecified time during which a

family has prepared for the mother to return to school etc
and this planning period may mediate stress or mask the
pattern of adjustment bishops wives generally have only a

few days or weeks notice so are likely to more clearly show

whatever pattern does hold true for families facing positive
stressorsstress

another

ors

difference between an LDS bishop and other mini-
sters is the fact that the bishop almost always has a fulltimefull
occupation

time

apart from his church position that occupation is
the one he has trained for and its lifestyle requirements are

the ones he and his wife have chosen to accept his position
as bishop adds duties responsibilities and opportunities to
an already busy lifestyle instead of a single demanding job

he has one fulltimefull paidtime occupation and a second unpaid

position that takes up much of his free time and energy the
amount of time and energy he must give to his two jobs puts

his family in a position similar to one in which a parent is
working fulltimefull andtime going to school full time or holding

posit ivelve

h s
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two jobs again the wife must take over many of the duties
and responsibilities formerly carried by the husband

the third factor that makes a bishops wife different
from a ministers wife is the term of the position A minister
may move to different congregations and may even eventually

leave the ministry but he enters with the intention of being

a minister until retirement or death the LDS bishops
position is temporary not lifelong so most of the adjust-
ments the family will need to make are temporary as well the
temporariness of the position gives the bishops family much

in common with families experiencing a parentparents return to
school or a members prolonged absence to serve in the
military

other reasons for using LDS bishops wives to study the
pattern of family stress include the opportunity to approxi-

mate a longitudinal study at one point in time an available
sampling frame encompassing almost all of the population the

similarity of all the subjects on many important variables
and the fact that these families tend to successfully cope

with their challenges each of these points will be discussed

in turn
since there is no standard time or term for a bishop to

serve at any point in time bishops in the 7749 wards

throughout the united states will vary from having served only

a few days or weeks to being just about to be released so a

s
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onetimeone surveytime can measure stresses experienced at various
points throughout the term of service

all bishops are originally cleared through the salt lake
city headquarters of the church and an annually updated

directory of bishops is produced by the church the directory
is highly accurate and complete missing only the most recent
changes and makes an excellent sampling frame

the bishops wives have a great deal in common with one

another in terms of hills ABCX model the wives likely do not

see themselves as of a type but all of them are committed

mormons who have passed rigorous requirements to be married in
a mormon temple and are willing to let their husbands take on

the position of bishop all of them face the same stressor
event hills factoractor A their husbands calling as bishop

they generally have similar resources hills factor B

tending to have strong families strong values and religious

faith which are shared by their husbands and a view that
difficulties are an important part of life and an opportunity

for growth it is expected that all will share similar
perceptions of the stressor event hills factor C seeing

the calling of their husbands and their own new role as

primarily positive although resulting stresses may be

perceived and experienced differently by each wife facing the
same stressor event with similar resources and similar percep-

tions makes this an almost ideal group in which to test the

hypothesis about family stress patterns if there is a

in
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pattern it should show more clearly in this group than in
groups in which the families vary greatly in initial stability
and resources and whose stressor events cannot be readily
compared or standardized

A final reason for studying bishops wives is that they

as a group manage to cope with whatever stresses befall the
family at the very least they manage to endure them there
are no available statistics but divorce or dropping out of

the church is probably very rare for former bishops and their
wives during preliminary interviews of past bishops wives

women in this position were asked if they knew of any former

bishops who were now divorced through their lifetimes each

of these women were familiar with many bishops and none could

think of more than one or two that eventually divorced while

several could not come up with even one the closest available

statistics are those which compare marriages performed in
mormon temples to other marriages temple marriages which all
the bishops have have a divorce rate onefifthone thatfifth of non

templemarriagestemple christensenmarriages and cannon 1964 steed 1969

kimball 1976 heaton and goodman 1985 the interviewed women

were also asked about the overall experience of being the

bishops wife and all said it was a good experience although

most were glad it was over again a sample of successfully
coping families will more likely show the stress patterns than

a group containing some who coped and some who quit at various

in
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points perhaps never reaching the recovery and reorganization
stages
P
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CHAPTER 2

methodology

population

in order to limit the effects of language government

and other cultural variables and because most of the family

stress research has been carried out on american families
only wards within the united states were included in the
population there were 7749 wards in the united states as of

december 31 1990 deseret news 199119921991 church1992 almanac

wards made up of college students are different in many impo-

rtant ways from the more typical multigenerational familyamily
wards wards designated for single members are also highly

unusual in many respects that can affect this study there-

fore student and singles wards were excluded from the

population this left a population consisting of the wives of

bishops presiding over the 7520 nonstudentnon familystudent wards in

the united states

sampling frame and sampiesample selection
the sampling frame was the 1991 directory of stakestakes

wards and bishops produced by the church this directory con-

tains the names and phone numbers of all LDS bishops as of

december 31 1990 A stratified random sample of 546 wards

23
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from the united states was selected half from the states that
have a large LDS population utah 77.2772 mormonMormo idaho

29.2292 nevada 10.1101 arizona 6.868 and california 2.525
but chosen anyway because of the sheer number of mormonscormonsMor

second

mons

only to utah percentages as of december 31 1990 from

199119921991 church1992 almanac and half from the remaining

states members in the five states are likely to live in wards

composed of smaller geographic areas in which members have

more frequent nonchurchrelatednon interactionchurch withrelated each other

than in the states in which wards cover much larger geographic

areas additionally members from the five mormon states may

be much more likely to be second or latergenerationlater membersgeneration

of the church this can affect expectations of the bishops
wife role especially since some of these women will have

family members who have been in the role and can help them

know what to expect and how to cope having grown up in areas

where the church is strong and having seen many women in the

role of bishops wife may make the challenges and expectations

of the role very different than the challenges and expecta-

tions experienced by a wife who joined the church later and

lived where mormons were fewer and more widely dispersed

after eliminating student and singles wards a count was

made of the wards in the mormon states and in the other

states the five states contained 4902 wards 65 of the

population of 7520 wards and the rest of the states con-

tained 2618 A systematic sample of each subset of states

0
0 nF772
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resulted in the selection of 272 wards from the mormon states
and 262 from the other states for a total of 534 wards no

attempt was made to include every state since the major

differences expected to affect this study were between the

five states and all other states phone books were used to
obtain addresses matching the bishops names and phone

numbersumbers out of 534 names selected addresses were found for
456 240 in mormon states and 216 in other states and

questionnaires were sent to this group on june 28 1991 in-
structions included with the questionnaire explained the
purpose of the study see appendix A if her husband was no

longer bishop the recipient was requested to pass the whole

packet on to the new bishops wife this was the only way to
get questionnaires to those who had become bishops wives in

the six months following publication of the 1991 directory

while it would have been preferable to oversample the newest

bishops wives in order to get a better picture of the early
pattern of stress and to test for the honeymoon period the
sampling frame did not allow this in fact new wives were

likely undersampledunder sincesampled several undeliverable question-

naires indicated that the addressee had moved obviously

there were new bishops in these wards but the questionnaires

could not be passed on to them

instrument development and pretesting

information needed to test the hypothesis that a honey-

moon period would be experienced between the event the

n
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husbands being called to the position of bishop and any re-
sulting crisis includes the length of time since the call and

some measure of family functioning A questionnaire was

developed to gather this data indepthin interviewsdepth were

conducted with the wives of four former bishops and the wife

of one current bishop one current and one former bishop were

also interviewed about their and their families experiences

an additional interview was conducted with a mormon therapist
female who has spoken to several bishops wives on an

informal basis about the stresses inherent in their role
information from these interviews together with material
gained from a review of relevant literature was used to
develop the questionnairequestionna see appendix B which was then

pretested on a sample of eleven current and former bishops

wives in utah

family functioning was not directly measured instead
general and specific stress measures were used on the
assumption that decreased family function and increased

disorganization results in increased stress in the family

especially in the wifemotherwife whosemother traditional role it is to

maintain family function stress measures then were expected

to show a pattern that is the inverse of the roller coaster

or honeymoon models

four general stress measures were included in the

questionnaire the wives were also asked to rate the preva-

lence and intensity of seventeen difficulties and advantages

questionna irelre
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of the position each of these measures was designed to allow
comparison of stress levels over time in the position
finally respondents were asked to complete four openendedopen

questions
ended

dealing with the best and hardest things about the
positionosit howionlon the wives cope and what advice they would give

a new bishops wife

the first general stress measure asked the wives to
compare their families experience against statements that
represent five different patterns of stress and adjustment

the pretestpre grouptest reported no difficulty understanding or

differentiating between the statements and only one felt
there was some differential social desirability between the
statements the second stress measure was adapted from the

national study of families and households so that results
could be compared against data from that survey and from a

national survey of mormon women that included the same adapted

measure the third measure asked respondents to rate the
experience of being the bishopsbishop wife in comparison with

selected standard items on the holmes and rahe life stress
scale nan et al 1979 A fourth measure asked the wives to

rate the overall experience of being a bishops wife on a

scale ranging from 10 to 10

because the LDS church encourages viewing hardships as

opportunities because the socially desirable responses would

be entirely positive and because the questionnaire was sent

from the churchsponsoredchurch universitysponsored all three factors that

0

P
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would increase the likelihood of respondents giving only

positiveositivepositive responses the questionnaire was intentionally
designed to allow and even encourage negative as well as

positive responses the pretest sample was specifically asked

whether the questionnaire seemed to elicit honest rather than

correct answers without clear permission to discuss
problems and hardships it was felt that respondents would

give only positive socially acceptable responses therefore
the questionnaire does have a somewhat negative focus

survey methodology and response rate
each woman in the sample was mailed a questionnaire a

signed cover letter and a business reply envelope of 456

questionnaires originally sent out fifteen were returned as

undeliverable three were mistakenly sent to women whose

husbands were bishops of student or singles wards and four

were unusable one womans husband had never been a bishop

three were so new to the position that they didnt feel able

to complete the survey these twentytwotwenty questionnairestwo were

deleted from the sample resulting in an adjusted sample size

of 434 229 from mormon states and 205 from other states
three other questionnaires were returned blank in accordance

with instructions to do so if the respondent preferred not

participating sixtysevensixty percentseven of the sample 289434

returned completed responses responses came from all parts of

the united states with a 69 percent return rate from mormon

states and 64 percent return rate from other states

P
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS

respondent characteristics
the sample was stratified in order to test for differ-

ences between mormon and other states in order to make

inferences about the entire population the responses were

weighted bishops wives in mormon states make up 65 percent

of the population but had a 50 percent chance of selection
therefore their responses were weighted at 6550 or 1.313
bishops wives in other states had a 50 percent probability
of selection while making up 35 percent of the population so

were weighted at 7.7 except for tests involving direct
comparison between mormon and other states all results
reported here used weighted cases the weighted sample size is
297

respondents age at the time the husbands were called to

be bishops ranged from twentyfivetwenty tofive seventytwoseventy mediantwo

40 and they had been bishops wives for one to eightytwoeighty

months

two

median 32 most 79 percent were raised mormon

and an overwhelming majority reported viewing their husbands

calling as a positive event 75 percent declared it good

another 7 percent said it was okay 17 percent rated it
good and bad and only 1 percent considered it not too

29
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good none felt it was a bad thing for the family but
younger women rated it less positively than older women the
average age of those who rated it good was 42 while those
rating it good and bad averaged 39 years a difference
significant at the .0505 level one third 33 percent of the
respondents were given an estimate of how long to anticipate
being in the position and five years was by far the most

common estimate 78 percent

the respondents were well educated see table 1 eighty

four percent had at least some college 32 percent had

bachelors degrees and 10 percent had done graduate work the

husbands were even more educated ninetyfiveninety percentfive of them

had some college 70 percent had at least a bachelors degree

and 44 percent had done graduate work

table 1 education level of respondents and their
husbands

respondents husbands

level

less than HS
high school
some college
associate degree
bachelors degree
graduate work

total

N

1

48

109

43

66

30

296

0

16

37

15

22

10

cum

0

16

53

68

90

100

N

3

13

54

19

78

130

296

1

5

18

6

26

44

cum

1

5

23

30

56

100
1 10 1 1

05
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over onethirdone 40third percent of the respondents had jobs

outside the home with 36 percent of these working thirty
hours or more per week of those who were employed outside the
home 30 percent worked in education and 29 percent worked in

clericalsecretarialclerical positionssecretarial
the questionnaire asked how many children lived at home

rather than how many children the women had so the numbers

given were less than the actual family size respondents

ranged from having none to nine children at home twentythreetwenty

8

three
percent had no children at home but the median number of

children was four the childrens ages at the time the bishop

was called ranged from all under age five 5 percent to all
over twenty 3 percent with the majority either between ten

and twenty 26 percent or mixed ages under twenty 43

percent

results of stress measures

descriptive statements

the first stress measure asked the wives to select the

statement that most closely matched the pattern of stress she

and her family experienced since the bishop was called table
2 shows comparisons between respondents selecting each

statement the wording intent and rate of selection of each

statement follows
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table 2 characteristics of respondents selecting each
descriptive statement

choice
ahoneymoon

brollerbrouerbroilerbrouenbronen
coaster

C up and
down

deartydearly
honeymoon

E like any
other calling
groups differing at .0505 level

N

36

6

33

25

184

statement A was meant to reflect the honeymoon pat-

tern proposed in this thesis this statement was selected by

13 percent of the respondents

B when he first became bishop it seemed that
suddenly we couldnt do anything right there was
confusion about who was supposed to do what jobs in
the family paying bills disciplining the kids
taking care of repairs and such and a lot of
things were only halfway done if done at all
eventually we had to sort out what jobs each of us
would do and how we would handle other problems
that came up and how to arrange for time together
then we were able to get things done and be a
family again

statement B was meant to reflect the roller coaster

model only two percent selected this statement

1 1 29

ffirst we were determined to do everything
right to be the best bishop and family we could
be for a while it wasnt hard then we found
ourselves too tired too tense and upset a lot
finally we realized we couldnt do everything
perfectly and we concentrated on the things that
mattered most from that point on things went much
better for us

all

IIBII

dearty

05

125

21

117

89

647

330

310

256

337

339

387

376

425

437

493

444

457

298

67

31

34

79

554

472

584

549

att

12.5125

2.121

11.7117

8.989

64.7647

means
months

33.0330

31.0310

25.6256

33.7337

33.9339

none

age

40.1401

38.7387

37.6376

38.1381

42.5425

CE

stress

43.7437

49.3493

44.4444

45.7457

29.8298

AE CE
DE

rating

6.767
6.161

3.131

3.434

7.979

AC AD
CE DE

depression

55.4554

47.2472

58.4584

54.9549

18.7187

AE
CE
DE

A at
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C its been absolutely up and down right from the
start sometimes were doing fine and sometimes
everything seems to fall apart it doesnt really
seem to get any better or worse I1 guess we can
just keep it up so long then we crash regroup
and do it again for a while

statement C reflected an up and down pattern without

the leveling off seen in the honeymoon and roller coaster
patterns this choice was selected by twelve percent of the
respondents this group on average had been in the position

for the shortest time was slightly younger than the other
groups and gave the lowest rating to the experience all of

the negative ratings were given by members of either this up

and down group or of the next group to be discussed table 3

shows that respondents who chose statement C are more likely
to have children who are all under ten years old and may be

less likely to have husbands with graduatelevelgraduate educationlevel

figure 3 relationship between choice of descriptive
statement and ages of children husbands education

choice

A

B

C

D

E

chisqchi

childrens

sq

ages husbands education
none mixed all

20

11.3113
2.727

10.4104
6.363

69.2692
p .009009 n 277

all under 10

10.7107
1.818

17.9179
19.6196
50.0500

totals up to
BABS

11.2112
2.525

11.9119
9.090

65.3653

9.898
2.626

14.4144
8.585

64.7647
p 276

graduate work

13013.0
2.424
8.989
9.898

65.9659

totals

11.2112
2.525

12.0120
9.191

65.2652

D in the beginning it was all new and important
and even kind of exciting that made it easy to go
to the extra efforts necessary but as time went

00 L 13 0

277

0
o113

27

104

63

692

009

107

18

179

196

500

112

25

ilg

653

98

26

144

85

647

654

130

24

89

98

659

112

25

120

652

.654654 n
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on it lost its newness and excitement and became
more and more of a strain we still try to do all
we can but it seems harder now

statement D was meant to reflect the early part of the
honeymoon pattern and was expected to be chosen by those who

had been in the position too short a time to have passed the

crisis period in fact the twentyfivetwenty womenfive who chose it 9

percent of the total had been bishops wives for an average

of thirtyfourthirty monthsfour compared to thirtythreethirty monthsthree for
those who chose the honeymoon thirtyone for those who

chose the roller coaster and twentysixtwenty forsix those who chose

the up and down pattern the wide range within groups choos-

ing each statement make the differences between means insig-

nificant but the tendency for women whod been in the
position longer to select this early honeymoon statement

indicates the underlying assumption was wrong As mentioned

earlier women who selected statement D were the only ones

besides those who selected statement C to give the experi-

ence a negative rating As a group these respondents gave the

experience the second lowest rating those who selected
statement D were even more disproportionately likely to have

children who were all under ten years of age

E it was pretty much like any other calling even
though busier it didnt cause any particular
problems but of course it became easier as we
got more used to the duties and settled into the
routine
the last statement designated E was really not

expected to be chosen it like the honeymoon statement

ID

for

ID

IICII

ID

ell

thirty one

nificant

eli
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closely followed the phrasing of one of the women interviewed

during questionnaire development this woman had been a

bishops wife eight years earlier and the statement seemed to

reflect either her having forgotten the stresses or a

personal characteristic of taking everything in stride during

the pretestpre onetest wife commented that no one would select that
ridiculous statement because the position of bishop is unlike
any other another wife did select it though so it was left
in twothirdstwo 65thirds percent of the sample selected this like
any other calling statement since it is the least detailed
pattern it may have been easiest to select but it also gives

the least information about how family stress varies over

time it may also be worded in a way that is too inclusive

several respondents selected like any other calling and then

made comments elsewhere on the questionnaire that indicated
things were much harder or much easier in the earlier months

in the position a pattern that should have caused them to

choose one of the other statements

this series of statements may not have been as clear
comprehensive and distinct as hoped however those selecting

each statement did differ significantly p

those who chose like any other calling

05.0505 in several
ways while the number of months in the position had no

significant effect on the choice of statements age did those

selecting like any other calling were an average of five
years older than those selecting either up and down or

early honeymoon
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also reported considerably lower average stress scores than

those who chose honeymoon or early honey-

moon when they compared the bishops wife role with other

life stresses on the holmes and rahe scale the like any

other calling and honeymoon groups also rated the overall
experience of being a bishops wife much higher than the up

and down or early honeymoon groups those selecting like
any other calling also included the women who had been in the
position longest three women who had been bishops wives

between 67 and 82 months and all six of the women over age

58 women who chose this statement also reported significantly
less depression than those who chose other statements

however they were considerably less likely to have children
who were all under ten years old there is no relationship
between their husbands educational level and their selection
of descriptive statements therefore wives of professionals
who are used to their husbands spending considerable time at
work and being oncallon frequentlycall or preoccupied with their
work are no more likely to see the calling of bishop as like
any other than wives of men whose work requires less time and

offdutyoff attentionduty it appears that the age of the wife and

the ages of the children are the important factors related to

the difficulty of the position as expressed in the selection
of the descriptive statements

up and down
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depression scale

the second stress measure is an adaptation of the
depression scale used in the national study of families and

households NSFH A largescalelarge studyscale of mormon women

conducted by chadwick and garrett in progress used the
adapted scale because the NSFH scale was not sufficiently
sensitive and a subset of their data was used to compare the
scores of bishops wives with other married mormon women in

the same age range while the adapted measure asks how many

days last month each of ten problems was experienced in the
NSFH study respondents were asked how often the problems

occurred last week in order to compare results the NSFH

scores were multiplied by 4.343 to get a monthly score

the scale asked the number of days in the past month the
wives 1 felt bothered by things that didnt usually bother

them 2 felt that they could not shake off the blues even

with help from family or friends 3 had trouble keeping

their minds on what they were doing 4 felt depressed 5

felt that everything they did was an effort 6 felt they

could not get going 7 felt fearful 8 slept restlessly
9 felt lonely and 10 felt sad table 4 shows the percent-

age of respondents experiencing zero 141 5854 and8 over 8

days of each symptom of depression in every case the modal

category for bishops wives was zero meaning the respondents

had not experienced the symptom in the past month this is
also true of the women in the NSFH study but not true of the

in

in
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mormon women in chadwick and garrettsgarrett study the latter
group peaked at 141 days4 on seven out of ten symptoms

bishops wives also had the lowest percentage of respondents

reporting more than eight days of each symptom except lone-

liness bishops wives had the highest percentage of respon-

dents reporting feeling lonely more than eight days earlier
loneliness was identified as one of the special problems

bishops wives face

the biggest difference between bishops wives and other
mormon women was in the percentage reporting zero days for
each symptom only 21 percent of mormon women reported having

no days in which they felt bothered by things that dont nor-

mally bother them twice that percentage 41 percent of bi-

shops wives reported not experiencing that symptom in the
past month and differences of fifteentotwentyfifteen percentageto
points

twenty

at zero days are seen in six out of ten symptoms

the NSFH data are given for comparison even though the

scales used in the two studies were not identical interesti-
ngly the percentage of symptomless bishops wives is almost

always closer to the percentage of symptomless NSFH women than

to other mormon women this is not true in the case of loneli-
ness which both bishops wives and other mormon women expe-

rience more than other women and in inability to shake the

blues which bishops wives and other mormon women experience

less often than women in the NSFH study

s
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table 4 comparison of symptomdayssymptom ofdays depression between
bishops wives mormon women and women in general

symptom

bothered

cant
concentrate

blues

depressed

an effort

fearful

cantget going

poor sleep

lonely

sad

group

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

bishops wives
mormon women

NSFH women

percentage experiencing symptoms

0 days

41

21

38

54

34

47

60

49

47

42

29

47

42

26

45

76

65

71

41

24

43

42

35

46

52

55

66

43

33

49

141

35

4

48

23

21

36

20

27

31

20

39

42

23

27

38

22

15

21

12

29

40

21

30

32

17

20

22

11

34

38

21

585

15

8

19

16

12

12

13

6

10

12

8

13

11

14

14

10

5

6

5

15

15

13

12

12

12

10

10

8

12

12

11

over 8

9

12

24

13

17

21

7

11

21

11

16

19

17

22

23

4

8

12

15

21

22

16

20

24

18

14

15

10

17

19

39

bi shopsaps wives
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in general then bishops wives show fewer signs of

depression than other mormon women and seem to do at least as

well as women in the NSFH study except that bishops wives

experience more loneliness loneliness also leads the list of

symptoms when ranked by the mean number of days bishops wives

experience them see table 5 each symptom was also plotted
against time in the position and against age sadness

depression and the feeling of being bothered decreased

significantly over time loneliness the feeling that every-

thing is an effort inability to get going inability to

concentrate sadness feeling bothered and fearfulnesstearfulness were

significantly less of a problem as age increased
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table 5 relationship between depression time in
position and age

scale

lonely

an effort

poor sleep

cant get
going

cant
concentrate
sad

depressed

bothered

blues

fearful

total depression

N

269

262

266

263

262

268

268

268

268

270

number of days had
symptom last

month
memmeanmewmcm

4.545

4.343

4.040

3.939

3.333

3.131

3.030

3.030

2.020

1.313

med

0

2

2

2

0

1

1

2

0

0

mode

0
51.8518

0
42.5425

0
42.2422

0
40.7407

0
54.4544

0
43.4434

0
42.3423

0
41.2412

0
60.1601

0
75.6756

regression statistics
with time with age

r r
.1616

.2222

.9797

.9999

.8888

.0101

.0101

.0101

.2929

.4242

.0404

000

3 0 0

the

11in a mormon state how long they have been in the position

45

43

40

39

33

31

30

30

20

13

518

425

422

407

544

434

423

412

756

08

17

15

07

05

13

22

97

88

29

42

04

21

18

22

12

15

07

20

08

12

26

05

02

29

20

05

.0909

.0808

.0000

.0000

.0101

.1717

.1616

.1515

.0707

.0505

.1313

p

.2121

.1818

.0909

.2222

.1212

.1515

.0707

.2020

.0808

.1212

.2626

P

.0000

.0000

.1616

.0000

.0505

.0202

.2929

.0000

.2020

.0505

.0000

bishops wives were given a total depression score

produced by summing the number of symptom days for all ten

symptoms in attempting to build an equation for the total
depression score the number and age of children the hus-

bands and wifes education whether the wife was employed

had someone to talk to or was raised LDS whether they live
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and the wifes age were all considered the best fit ex-

plaining 8.14814 percent of the variance in total depression
uses the variables in table 6 multiple R

and age and time were the two most

consistently significant or nearsignificantnear variablessignificant
since the honeymoon effect is a function of time the

relationship between depression and time was examined the

total depression score was compared against the number of

months as a bishops wife and yielded a correlation of

R2

0

in

IL I1

pla ining

285 081

233

148

068

043

024

318

526

064

133

04

233.2330233

.1481480148

068.0680068

.285285 rar2 .081081

sig F .001001

table 6 relative strength of age time childrens ages
and husbands education in predicting depression score

variable
age

time in position
childrens ages

husbandsHus educationbandis

beta

.043043

sig T

.001001

.024024

.318318

.526526

since husbands education and childrens ages were coded

as ordinal variables their use in a regression equation may

not be appropriate however deleting them reduces the fit of

the equation to RI .064064 in every combination of variables
age had the most powerful relationship when standardized

coefficients are compared

.133133

p .0404 though the effect was not great total depression

did decrease over time in the position A regression plot of

depression over time indicated that a change occurred around

nine months into the position up to nine months the correla
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tion between time and depression is .156156 but from the tenth
month on the correlation becomes negative at

is

156

086

05

1.85185185 p

.086086 though

neither of these values is significant at the .0505 level the
mean depression score for those in the first nine months was

47 while the mean score for those over nine months is only 30

t .066066 figure 3 shows the mean depression

scores for each fivemonthfive periodmonth the average score over the
entire span is 32 and the mean for the first five months is
very close to that the second fivemonthfive spanmonth shows a

tremendous increase in reported symptoms of depression

though the scores fall considerably in the next period but

dont return to the overall average until after the first 15

months from there on scores are generally below the mean and

never vary more than nine points from it in contrast to the
peak of 20 points above the mean in the second fivemonthfive
period

month

because of the great variability in respondents

scores and the relatively low number of cases in many of the

time periods the differences between means are not signifi-
cant this is also true when the time spans are increased to

tenmonthten periodsmonth however the pattern is consistent with the

t test results the fact that the mean for the first five
months is right around the overall average and then a sharp

increase in depression occurs before a slow decline and

relative stabilization is strong evidence of a honeymoon

period
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figure 3 pattern of mean depression scores over time

total depression was unrelated to whether the bishops
wife held a job or was raised mormon as opposed to joining the
church later but may have been reduced when the wife had

someone to talk to about the position see table 7 age had

a stronger and negative relationship to total depression with

a correlation of

60

50

0
U
0 40
C
0

30

C

20

10

0

26.2626 p .0000
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table 7 relationship between depression and employment
church membership history and someone to talk to
variable
employed
outside
home

born into
mormon
church
someone
to
talk to

groups

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

N

138

106

53

192

99

145

mean

30.8308
32.3323
35.6356
30.3303
37.3373
27.6276

t

1 1
1 ji

wife s

308

323

356

303

373

276

28

88

78

38

071.81181181

df

243

243

163

P

.7878

.3838

.0707

stress scale
the third stress measure was a list of items from the

holmes and rahe life stress scale along with the stress
scores assigned to each item respondents were asked to circle
any item that had occurred in their family since the husbands

had become bishops and then to assign a score between one and

one hundred to the amount of stress they have experienced as

bishops wives scores ranged from zero to ninety nine with

a median of thirty A score of fifty was both the end of the

third quartile and one of two modes being selected by 12

percent of respondents twenty the other mode was selected
by 14 percent

though number and age of children husbands and wifes
education whether the wife worked was raised LDS or lived

in a mormon state how long shed been in the position and

the wifes age were all considered in building a regression

equation for the stress score the best fit was obtained by

.2828

.8888
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using the variables in table 8 multiple R

and the increase is much more consistent over the first
nine months r

06f

9

0

H 1 1

for

of f

245

004

56 237

225

215

113

039

020

068

530

749

108

081

362 063

050 685

80 425801

081.08110811.081

.245245 r2ra .0606

sig F .004004 but these only accounted for 6 percent of the
variance age and time alone do almost as well accounting for
5.656 percent of the variance in the stress score R .237237

sig F .001001 and age alone accounts for 5 percent of the
variance R .225225 sig F .000000

table 8 relative strength of age time wifes education
and someone to talk to in predicting stress score

variable
age

time in position
wifes education
someone to talk to

beta

.215215

.113113

.039039

.020020

sig T

.001001

.068068

.530530

.749749

time in the position has a weaker relationship there is
a tendency for the stress to rise over time r .108108 p

.362362 p .063063 from eleven months on

through the end of the second year stress levels appear to

fall or level off r .050050 p .685685 though the linear
relationship is not significant for this second time period

the change from the rapid rise of the earlier period may still
be important A t test comparing the first none months to the
remaining months shows little difference between the two means

t .8080 p .425425 but figure 4 shows the pattern that
emerges when means are computed for fivemonthfive intervalsmonth most

of the scores hover close to the overall average of 36 but by

801.801
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far the lowest mean was in the first five months the score

for this first period was 24 a full 12 points 33 percent

below the overall average and the difference between the

first and second period means 10 points was the greatest
distance between any two adjacent periods the 12point12

difference

point

from the overall average was also the greatest
distance form the average the next greatest being 8 points
though none of the pairs of means differ significantly which

is also true when the time spans are increased to ten months

the pattern again strongly suggests a honeymoon period of

lower stress of course caution must be taken because the

stress level before the event is unknown and may be consider-

ably lower than even the first five months but the fact that
the first fivef monthsi seems to be less stressful than all
succeeding periods is still evidence of a honeymoon period

f ve
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figure 4 pattern of mean stress over time

the stress score like the total depression score is
strongly correlated with age r the stress
score is also strongly related to the presence of children in

the home see table 9 women with no children at home n

21 report an average stress score of 15.7157 while those with

children at home n 243 report an average score of 37.3373 p

Bs .000000 in homes where there are children stress is not

related to the number of children but is mildly and negative-

ly correlated with the ages of the children r

90

80

70

D

0 600

50

C
0a 40

ME

30

20

10

225

157

373

124

.225225 p .000000

.124124 p
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.055605560556 the score is also unaffected by whether the wife has

a friend or relative in a similar position to talk to or

whether the wife was raised mormon or joined later works or

lives in a mormon state

table 9 relationship between stress and employment church
membership history someone to talk to

state and number of children living at home

variable
employed
outside
home

born into
mormon
church
someone
to talk
to
live in
mormon
state
children
living at
home

groups

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

N

157

107

54

210

107

155

113

139

21

243

mean

35.6356
35.2352
31.8318
36.4364
34.2342
36.1361
35.3353
35.8358
15.7157
37.3373

t
.1515

1.38138138

both depression and stress
initially rise with education peaking with respondents who

have completed community collegetechnicalcollege schooltechnical then fall
with increased education the differences are not significant
at the .0505 level but the pattern is consistent over the two

scales the overall rating follows a different pattern to be

discussed later

4

th thee

356

352

318

364

342

361

353

358

157

373

15

17

440

88

17

49

86

05

.6969

.1717

4.40440

df

263

263

261

250

261

P

.8888

.1717

.4949

.8686

.0000

education seems to be related to the stress score in a

nonlinearnon waylinear see table 10
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table 10 relationship between education and mean stress
depression and overall rating scores

educataducat iona1ionae atta inmentinbent

less than HS
high school
some college
associate degree
bachelors degree
graduate work

all levels

N

1

35

95

41

63

27

264

stress

10

29

35

43

34

33

36

depres-
sion

29

31

41

30

26

32

rating

8.080
7.777
6.868
5.858
6.666
5.353
6.666

groups differing at .0505 level

overall rating of the experience

the fourthourth stress measure asks for the respondents

rating of the overall experience of being a bishops wife on

a scale of 10 to 10 the women had already been asked how

they had viewed the calling at the time it was received this
fourth measure asks how they view it now this measure was

meant to test whether the wives continue to view the calling
positively in spite of hardships and it does provide

evidence of this fact the scores range from 10 to 10 but

the median is 8 the 1st quartile ends at 6 and the 3rd

quartile is at 10 sixty percent of the respondents gave the

experience a score between 8 and 10 while there is a fairly
strong negative correlation between the stress score and this
overall rating r

educational attainment

a

f for

is

3 08

80

77

68

58

53

05

308308.308 p .000000 the correlation is much

weaker than would be expected if stress level determined the

rating in fact 30 respondents gave a stress score of seventy
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or more but 23 of the 30 gave the overall experience a

positive rating anyway stress then does not cause a

negative rating with less than ten percent of the variance in

the overall rating being accounted for by stress in general
women with higher levels of stress will give a less positive
rating but most of the variation in rating is still unac-

counted for

all of the variables controlled for in building equations

for the depression and stress scores were considered in terms

of the overall rating as well the best fit was found to

contain the variables in table 11 explaining 12.1121 percent of

the variance in the rating multiple R

table 11 relative strength of someone to talk to wifes
education time age and childrens ages in predicting

overall rating
variable
someone to talk to
wifes education
time in position
age
ages of children

beta

.203203

for

0

in

L j 11

121

349

203

148

145

115

089

013

014

067

153

310

.349349 sig F .000000

.148148

.145145

.115115

.089089

sig T

.001001

.013013

.014014

.067067

.153153

As earlier stated childrens ages and the wifes
educational level were coded as ordinal variables removing

them from the equation reduces the r2ra to .096096 multiple R

.310310 sig F .000000 As with depression and stress scores

the rating is strongly related to age r .169169 p .0101
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the overall rating improves over time in the position r

ffirstirstarst nine months r
198

318

58

267

53

.198198 p .001001 rising most consistently and significantly
in the .318318 p .099099 respondents in

the first nine months gave a mean rating of 5.858 to the
experience while those who had been in the position longer

than nine months gave a mean rating of 6.666 t 1.11111 p

.267267 figure 5 shows mean rating scores by fivemonthfive
periods

month

As with depression and stress scores the differences
between means are not significant at either five or tenmonthten

intervals
month

but a pattern does emerge the pattern differs from

either of the other two scales the overall rating in the

first months is definitely positive at 5.353 on a scale of 10

to 10 but the scores for the first fifteen months are

considerably lower than at any other time falling well below

the overall average of 6.666 the rating rises sharply over the
next two periods falling briefly in the first half of the

third year then rising to new highs before stabilizing around

the average regression lines for overall rating over time are

almost always positive no matter how the time period is
broken up so the rating does tend to rise throughout the

length of the position but the low period in the beginning is
more prolonged and stable than in the first two scales this
pattern supports neither the roller coaster nor the honeymoon

model very clearly
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figure 5 pattern of mean rating of the experience over time

the rating scale seems to be measuring something quite

different from the depression and stress scales depression

and stress are highly and positively correlated r

10

8

CT 6

C

4

2

0

3

i s

457

327 330

.457457 p

.0101 while the rating score is less strongly related to

either of the other scales the relationship to stress and

depression is a negative one of course .327327 and .330330

respectively P .0101 but not as strong as might be ex-

pected figure 5 is not the inverse of figures 3 or 4 and the

relationship between education and the rating score is unlike
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but not the inverse of the relationship between education and

stress or depression see table 10 the rating then does

not support either model but since it does not more

strongly reflect the presence or absence of stress neither
does it disprove either model

the overall rating improves with age r

those without such a friend or relative reported an

average score of 5.69569 on the scale of 10 to 10 those with

someone to talk to gave an average score of 7.30730

165

004

195

.165165 p

.004004 the number of children is not related to the rating
but the ages of the children are r .195195 p .001001 whether

the wife has a job was raised mormonmormont or lives in a mormon

state had no effect on her rating of the position of bishops
wife but having a friend or relative in the same position
with whom she could talk about its special demands and

opportunities seems to greatly improve her rating see table
12
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table 12 relationship between overall rating and employ-
ment church membership history someone to talk to state

and number of children living at home

variable
employed
outside
home

born into
mormon
church
someone
to
talk to
live in a
mormon
state
children
living at
home

groups

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

N

178

118

61

235

117

177

125

156

23

271

mean

6.64664664
6.73673673
6.92692692
6.61661661
5.69569569
7.30730730
6.40640640
6.89689
7.38738
6.60660

t

a

098

20

58

347

107

98

84

56

29

33

05

.2020

.5858

3.47347

1.07107

.9898

df

294

294

191

241

292

P

.8484

.5656

.0000

.2929

.3333

summary of stress measures

the results indicate that bishops wives report few signs

of depression compared with other mormon women and with women

in general the stresses of the position decrease over time

but as predicted by the honeymoon model total depression and

stress scores were low for the first five months then rose

sharply in the next fivemonthfive periodmonth then the depression

score falls sharply and the stress score levels off and

hovers around the overall average again most of these

relationships are not significant at the .0505 level but the

patterns are consistent the overall rating improves over time

to a significantbutslightsignificant degreebut risingslight most consistently

in the first 9 months however means plotted over time show
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a prolonged and stable low point in the first 15 months that
is not consistent with either of the other measures nor with

either of the models the relatively low correlation between

stress and the overall rating supports the idea that high

ratings do not necessarily reflect low stress so the rating
patterns do not necessarily contradict either model

having a job living in a mormon state and being raised
as a mormon or joining the church later have no effect on the
ease or difficulty of the position children at home did

correlate with higher stress scores and the younger the

children the greater the stress age of the wifemotherwife ismother

also an important factor but may have much of its effect
through the presence and age of children several older women

commented that they have enjoyed the experience of being

bishops wives but would not have felt that way if they had

had small children at home younger women often commented on

the difficulty of raising their children essentially alone

having a close friend or relative who was or had been a

bishops wife was a great help to many women several respon-

dents comments reflected a desire to know what feelings or

experiences are normal for a woman in this position many

said getting together with other bishops wives was a major

stress reliever the high response rate indicates a desire to

share their experiences and learn what is normal in this
position
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in summary stress and total depression scales show a

pattern that supports the honeymoon model though not always

to a degree significant at the .0505 level the peak of family

stress seems to be around 9 months after the husbands became

bishops the overall rating does not clearly support nor

contradict either model

difficulties and advantages

bishops wives were given several statements reflecting
difficulties and advantages of the position and asked to rate
how much of a problem or reward they were if they occurred

in general the difficulties were rated as less a problem than

the advantages were rewards tables 13 and 14 list the state-
ments and responses in order from the highest to the lowest

mean score

rat ing

05
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table 13 relationship between difficulties and time in
position age

difficulty
dont know
whats
going on

hes gone
so much

dont want
to burden
him

care for
kids alone
interfere-
nce with
plans
cant
share
things
model
mormons

hes dis-
tracted
cant be
myself

N

297

297

296

295

297

297

296

296

297

mean

2.24224224

2.11211

2.00200

1.83183

1.83183

1.82182

1.81181

1771.771077

1621.621062162

med

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

mode

2
33

2
35

1
35

1
33

2
40

1
45

1
39

1
38

1
50

regression statistics
with time with age

r
.0707

minor problem 3 a problem 4 big problem 5 major problem

the most difficult problem according to respondents

ratings was the fact that while ward members assume the wives

know what the bishop knows the bishops are careful to keep

confidences so the wives know very little about whats
happening in the ward several comments pointed out the wives

frustration in not being able to help others and even seeming

013

002 029

029 000

07

08

18

04

03

02

03

25

14

49

65

77

64

20

39

26

56

13

13

29

29

02

03

problem2problemproblems 2

.0808

.1818

.0909

.0404

.0303

.0202

.1111

.0303

P r
.2525

.1616

.0000

.1414

.4949

.6565

.7777

.0606

.6464

.2020

.3939

.2626

.5656

.1313

.1313

.2929

.1616

.2929

P

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0202

.0303

.0000

.0101

.0000

labels for values 0 as not experienced 1 s not a
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unwilling to help simply because they didnt know that someone

was in need A related problem mentioned often in respon-

dents comments was the difficulty the wives had watching

their husbands worry struggle with other peoples problems

and carry a heavy emotional and spiritual load even to the
point of damaging their physical health while the need to

maintain confidences meant that the wives could not help their
husbands talk out solutions this was a major problem not

brought out in the clergywifeclergy literaturewife

the next biggest problem is the time the bishop spends

away from his family several other statements reflect
difficulties in finding family time together and these are

rated as more of a problem than pressures to be a model family

or the respondents loss of identity in being seen as the bi-

shops wife
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relationship between advantages and time in
position age

table 14

advantage

know the
work is
important
higher sp-
irituality
appreciates
peace more

attend spe-
cial events
higher
goals
only lasts
a few years

relation-
ship with
kids
more
independent

N

290

290

291

292

290

281

290

292

mean

4.40440

3.20320

3.18318

2.79279

2.63263

2.52252252

2.43243243

1.62162162

med

5

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

mode

5
61

3

36

3

28

3
30

3
44

13
20

3

36

0
32

regression statis-
tics

with time
r

.0505

.1313

.1313

.1313

.1414

.0404

.1010

.0707

P

.3838

.0303

.0303

.0303

.0202

.5050

.1111

.2222

with age

r

.1515

.0808

.0404

.2020

.0404

.1111

a reward 4 big reward 5 major reward

the biggest advantage was in knowing that what the

husband was doing was important many respondents commented

that lots of husbands spend as much time away from their
families but for less honorable reasons though the wives

often didnt know exactly where their husbands were or what

they were doing they felt comfort in the knowledge that their
husbands were serving others though the wives couldnt share

the husbands burdens the second most important advantage was

M

0

000

1 1 I1

05

13

13

13

14

04

07

38

03

03

03

02

50

22

15

08

04

20

04

31

18

15

48

45

.3131

.1818

P

.0101

.1515

.4848

.0000

.4545

.0606

.0000

.0000

labels for values 0 a not experienced 1 s not a reward 2 s minor reward 3
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that they could share the increased spirituality the husbands

experiences produced A similar advantage was that as the
bishops saw the problems others were having they appreciated

their own families more the fourth advantage was the special
events the bishops and their wives attended together it seems

that the heaviest burdens are those that separate the family

and the greatest rewards are those that make them appreciate

each other and allow them to spend special times together
each of the difficulties and advantages was plotted

against time in the position and the age of the respondentrespondents

in general the difficulties are not significantly related to
time in the position but are highly and negatively related to
age the relationship to age may reflect increased

independence and a more secure selfimageself allowingimage the wife to
more easily deal with her husbands time away other peoples
expectations disruption of plans and the inability to share

things more obvious is the very strong relationship r
56.5656 between age and the strain of caring for children alone

this is a much bigger problem when mother and children are

younger than it is when they are older

the advantages are more mixed with some related to time

and some to age in the majority of cases if there is a

significant relationship between an advantage or difficulty
and time that same advantage or difficulty will not be

significantly related to age and vice versa over time the

bishop probably learns the administrative routine and can turn
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his attention to carrying out rather than learning his
duties this may provide more opportunities for spiritual
experiences difficult interviews and attendance at special
events As a result the family may experience increased

spirituality set higher goals and feel the husbandfathershusband

greater
fathers

apppreciationpreciationapp for their lack of serious problems

these are some of the advantages affected by time age is a

more important factor for other advantages knowing the

husbands work is important may be more consoling to an older
wife who would simply like to spend more time with her husband

then to a younger wife who feels her husbands work as father
is at least equally important on the other hand having the

opportunity to develop a closer relationship to the children

because of extra time alone with them is more likely among

mothers of younger children than mothers of teenagers or

adults
A surprising result though was that appreciation of the

temporariness of the position was not related to time in the

position but was related and positively to age it was

expected that the temporariness would be more important to
younger women but this was not the case many respondents

commented that the position was physically and emotionally

exhausting and maybe this was particularly true for older
women therefore the temporariness may help them endure the

physical and emotional demands
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respondents comments

the following letter written by a thirtysixthirty yearsix old

mother of four who has been a bishops wife for four months

so perfectly illustrates the positive attitude the coping

and the need for an accurate picture of the pattern of family

stress that it is reproduced in its entirety it is a con-

tinuation of the question what advice would you give a new

bishops wife

also call me sharing experiences with
bishops wives who have experienced many of the
same challenges helps me to realize im not alone
there honestly was a time when I1 thought I1 was
going crazy never before have I1 had so many curve
balls thrown at me consistently one after the
other

bishops wives it seems receive a great
amount of challenges a sort of fiery trial I1
guess perhaps it is because the work is so great
that needs to be done discouragement on the part
of a wife can hinder the ability of a husband
bishop to focus fully on receiving inspiration
regarding changes in callings even though staffing
a ward is an ongoing challenge the initial shif-
ting of a ward after a new bishop has been called
can be crucial for continuity in spiritual strength
of the ward

the bishops I1 feel see immediate blessings
in the lives of others as they serve A wifewifbif
because of confidentiality deals only with the
adjustment of daddyhubbydaddy nothubby being at home etc
and when he is at home he can be distracted
called away or on the phone

the stretching that I1 personally have gone
through since my husbands call has been completely
overwhelming at times quite honestly I1 was co-
mpletely surprised at my reactions I1 was and still
am thrilled for this great opportunity for my
husband to serve however and I1 credit the adver-
sary with the negative impressions because of my
unexpected reactions jealousy resentment
frustration sense of overwhelmednessoverwhelm posses-
siveness

edness
bitterness and sometimes anger I1 felt

unworthy and my selfesteemself dippedesteem though I1 have

e

siveness
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I1 wish in some way someone could have coun
selled us about potential challenges so I1 could
have said oh here it comes instead of what
is wrong with me

I1 filled out the questionnaire more on how I1
felt initially than how I1 feel now I1 still feel
the lack of our dad and hubby being with us at
times but to much much less of a degree

we are thrilled with this new opportunity for
growth and learning overwhelmed and humble feel-
ing unworthy but faithful in knowing that our
heavenly father and the savior love us and there is
a work for us to do god in his great mercy will
make both my sweet husband and myself equal to the
task at hand

felt some of these emotions at one time or another
never have I1 been so tested in my life

I1 would consider myself as a very strong and
committed member of the church after talking with
other wives I1 realize that what I1 experienced is
very common this helped greatly in helping me to
recognize the source of all the negative feelings
my husband as always was very patient and ter-
rific in helping me sort through what I1 was expe-
riencing it seems the adversary knew exactly what
kind of situation to throw at me and when in order
to affect my reactions best

you need to know that none of the emotions
affected the relationship with my husband serious-
ly we have made the adjustments necessary to work
things out weve always for the past eighteen
years had a healthy openly communicative rela-
tionship im certain this helped tremendously I1
look at the past four months as a growth opportu-
nity for me the lord only knows I1 need improvement
in my life in reflecting it seems almost a night-
mare one that has resolved itself almost com-
pletely

it is a testimony to me of how great a work
there is for my husband to do if the adversary
notices enough to hound us the way he did what
frightens me is the fact that most couples may go
through this what of those who dont survive

im wise enough to realize that it doesnt end
here either funny though the damage the adver-
sary tries to do to an individual ofttimesoft istimes
exactly that which they need most for growth in
their testimony and resolve to keep the comman-
dments
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this letter reflects comments made on many other que-
stionnaires but brings them together very eloquently the
writer gave the position a stress rating of 50 but also gave

the overall experience a 2 score her letter illustrates the
weakness of the stress pattern statements she describes it
being much harder in the first three months than in this
fourth month and also says shes never experienced anything

like it but she chose statement E as being the most ap-

propriate statement E is the one that says its like any

other calling her husband has had only a little busier
the writer confirms the statistically significant finding

that talking to other bishops wives is a very helpful coping

mechanism other respondents also commented on the importance

of sharing experiences and having an outlet
ive told my husband they need to have a

support group for bishops wives its good to talk
to wives of other bishops and find out im not the
only one with there feelings being a bishops wife
is one of the hardest callings ive ever had

or
there have been many times when I1 have wished

that another bishopsbishop wife had written down her
feelings in a book just so I1 could see if what I1
was feeling was normal and to see how she dealt
with difficulties particularly someone with
young children also to see how other wives dealt
with their negative feelings about the call and
how they were able to get over them

and

since someone asked the hardest thing about
being a bishops wife is not having someone to talk
to about the stresses that come this business of
always having to remain silent only knowing pa-
rtial facts and information when there is trouble
makes the position near to impossible sometimes

s

is

tionna ires

propriate
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bishops are dealing with far more serious events
than ever before and wives need somewhere to be
able to talk some safe place so that confidences
are not betrayed but where she can go to help her
maintain a stable mental state so important so a
bishop can do his job without having to worry about
his wife

another respondent explained why the wives cant talk as

easily to friends in the ward anymore adding to the frustra-
tion seen in the comments above

one very specific problem that has bothered me
with my husbandshusband calling is my fearfulnesstearfulness in
approaching ward members in casual conversation I1
am afraid to talk with someone other than a greet-
ing unless they initiate the conversation because
I1 am concerned that a question like how are you
or hows your family might be misinterpreted I1
have no way of knowing which families are having
problems because my husband keeps confidences
sacred but if I1 say hows your family very
innocently to someone in crisis it may appear as
if the bishop has told me things he shouldnt and
I1 dont want to damage his relationship with ward
members

the desire and need to share and compare experiences is
seen in the very high response rate sixtyfivesixty percentfive

returned the questionnaire in two months with a single mail-

ing another two percent were received after the initial data
were compiled with notes explaining their lateness and

stating hopes that their information could still be used it
was some recipients apparently lost the return envelopes

but mailed responses anyway addressed to the university

others added stamps to the postagepaidpostage envelopespaid one lady

whose husband had been released as bishop passed on the

packet as requested but not until after she photocopied the

questionnaire which she completed and sent in with the note

s

how s
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I1 dont know if you can use the input but I1 appreciated the
opportunity to share my feelings about the experience

several wrote notes of appreciationapdreciation for the survey and the
chance to talk about their experience or just to feel that
someone was aware of them its so nice to have mylaymay opinion

asked its quite lonely being a bishops wife
some respondents took the researchers to task for the

negativity of the questionnaire I1 am not making light of

your survey by making the position seem stressless and easy

however by your questions I1 assume your premise is that
bishops wives are alone stressed and feel isolated I1 have

found this experience no more stressful than supporting my

husband in any of his other church callings this comment is
from a fortyyearoldforty whoyear hadold been in the position 41 months

but the following and very atypical letter would likely not

have been written had the questionnaire not given the writer
permission to express such sentiments the letter is atypical
in that the wife is having such a negative experience after
being in the position so long she was only thirtyonethirty whenone

her husband became bishop and age is a significant and

important factor in how stressful the position is for the

wives though this writer is having an extremely difficult
time the resources common to all bishops wives strong

family bonds strong faith commitment view of hardships as

challenges and the ability to cope keeping faith and family

intact are still seen perhaps because of her age this was

it s

in
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one of the few respondents who reported viewing her husbands
calling as a negative event at the time it came

significantly she also denies having a friend or relative who

has been a bishops wife with whom she can discuss her
feelings considering the great difficulty the earlierquotedearlier
writer

quoted

of the lengthy letter had until she talked to other
bishops wives and discovered that her feelings were normal

this womans experience might have been much better if she had

had someone to talk to

I1 spent the first three years of my husbands
tenure as bishop trying to browbeat myself into
believing that I1 was happy he was bishop I1 spend
the fourth year frustrated depressed and trying
to find a way to move away from the calling since
that looks like the only way hes going to be
released in the near future I1 have finally reached
a sort of eye in the hurricane in which I1 am
willing to submit to the lords will and await his
release from the calling but also an acceptance of
the fact that I1 will never ever like being the
bishops wife and I1 think the lord knows me well
enough not to be too surprised

I1 am proud that my husband is worthy to be
called to this position and proud of what he has
accomplished as a bishop of our ward and I1 am
especially grateful that I1 will never have to be a
bishop myself I1 have shared the burden that my
husband has borne the last five years and have
felt the weight pressing down on our family I1 have
seen it carve new lines in my husbands face as
hes struggled to serve wisely while hampered by
his own weaknesses but I1 still think it is easier
to be him than to be me yes people get mad at
him but mostly they stand at the pulpit and sing
his praises he has many responsibilities many
concerns much service to render but in the final
analysis each person is responsible for their own
choices and how they make them he does what he
can and then he walks away maybe even sorrowing
but he isnt required to fix it but at home in
your own family responsibility and culpability
fall on the parents first in the home the parents
are supposed to fix it you dont walk away
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successes and failures are a long time in the
making and whatever praise or condemnation you get
will probably be in the future too it just seems
like church service too often gives men an easy out
on the home front it lets them walk away shifting
the responsibility for toughingcoughingtoug ithing out onto the
wifes shoulders while they walk in the spotlight
receiving the cheers for the successes but no
blame for the failures

I1 wouldnt want what he has but it is hard
sometimes to walk in the huge shadow cast by a
bishop feeling invisible and unreal ward members
so often dont even think of us as real people with
real problems and real needs like not having the
phone ring at five in the morning or eleven at
night and when they do think of us its as some-
one who is supposed to meet their needs they pick
up a phone and with the push of a few buttons they
come between us never thinking they might be
interrupting a fight or a tender moment or a family
crisis I1 think most of them never realize there
could be anything to interrupt our worries
illnesses needs dont exist next to their urgen-
cies their worries illnesses and needs

I1 was raised in the church but for the past
eleven years weve lived outside the western

mormon states far away from both our families
until my husband became a bishop the ward was our
family our friends our support the bishop call-
ing changed that leaving me feeling isolated even
bereft for much of the time because I1 lost my
husband too

its affected our personal relationship too
my husband cant stop being my bishop or my bishop
stop being my husband so that sometimes I1 feel
like I1 dont have either one

ive supported my husband and supported him
well but I1 still feel guilty still feel no virtue
or victory because I1 didnt like it I1 complained
sometimes so doesndoesntdoean that cancel out the
blessings I1 would have left my husband but I1
happen to like him even love him a lot I1 would
have leftlef the church and I1 never thought I1 would
even think about that but I1 happen to love the
gospel

I1 have survived by reading the scriptures
learning to love and rely on them and because I1
know with all my heart that god loves me despite
my obvious imperfections ivelve learned that even
the church cant always give me what I1 need ive
learned why people become inactive in the church
and I1 think thats taught me more tolerance
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I1 wish that this had taught me compassion but
I1 think I1 had more of that before this when I1
still had illusions about how people accept help
before we had people calling to complain about
their welfare orders or screaming obscenities into
our answering machine

hey you did ask

again this letter is atypical but the types of hard-

ships the writer describes are mentioned by many other wives

this is especially true of the intrusiveness of phone calls
the heavy responsibility for the family that falls almost

entirely on the wife the feeling of invisibility and lack of

identity apart from being the bishops wife and the
difficulty of watching the husband weighed down by problems he

cant share one respondent circled both 10 and 10 as

overall ratings and added very extreme I1 have with my

children experienced both heaven and hell
in spite of the negativity of the questionnaire the

heavenly portions were emphasized by most respondents one

rated the experience a 6 and getting better as we adjust

well never regret it anothers advice to a new bishops
wife was you will have opportunities so wonderful that you

cant imagine them im so grateful to have had times that I1

felt heaven could not be one bit better your love for your

husband will grow as you see him conduct a funeral with

sensitivity and love for the bereaved family put his arm

around a troubled teen stop to chat with a child take time

for an almostdeafalmost elderlydeaf person and much much more
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I1 I1 veivelve seen the lost teenagers and adults
who have been able to repent and come back and the
marriages that have been saved I1 remember all the
many people who have come to me and told me that my
husband is the best bishop they ever had and how
much he has helped them and blessed their livesits moments like these that make my heart
full and help me not to begrudge the hours he
spends away from home I1 am confident the lord is
taking up the slack for him here at home

overall the respondents comments verified that bishopsbishopsfbishop
wives have their lives altered by their husbands calling as

bishop view that calling positively experience most of the
same pressures and hardships that protestant ministers wives

experience and cope with these hardships successfully on the

whole comments that give any indication of a pattern of

stress over time usually say that it was harder earlier and

became easier but dont give enough detail to support or

disprove a honeymoon phase one bishops wife who was

interviewed before the questionnaires were created actually

71

besides that you may feel heavenly fathers appreciation for
vouyou nothing counts as much

another wife summed up the experience this way

the rewards have come in many many ways I1
feel like our teenage children especially have
become more aware of who they are and the kind of
example they are setting ive had to use prayer a
lot in coping with situations that arise when he is
not home and I1 am constantly amazed at how much I1
feel the presence of the lord in our lives in
helping us to cope and solve our problems whether
they be financial or with the children the
blessings have just been rolling in

whenever I1 feel discouraged or frustrated I1
remember the wonderful people in our ward and the
lives I1 have seen changed through the loving
consistent efforts of their bishop I1 remember the
families that have returned to church involvement
and renewed their marriage vows but in the temple
this time

sf
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said it was like a honeymoon at first and then we went into
this slump that were just climbing out of now her husband

had been a bishop for one year at the time this statement
was in response to an open question asking if shed noted any

pattern to the stresses she and her family had experienced

the questionnaire asked about a pattern but in a closed

question that forced respondents to chose the statement that
most closely fit nothing more was said about patterns so

comments rarely mentioned them except to say that things were

harder in the beginning in the very beginning after the

first few months therefore respondent comments cannot be

used to support or disprove the honeymoon model

summary

four measures were used to test the honeymoon model the

descriptive statements were of little use in determining any

pattern to family stress the depression and stress scales
supported the honeymoon model with the honeymoon ending and

stressdepressionstress peakingdepression around 9109 months10 the overall
rating of the bishopswifebishops experiencewife produced less clear

results neither clearly supporting nor disproving either the

roller coaster or honeymoon models

whether a bishops wife worked was raised mormon or

lived in a mormon state had no effect on these measures but

having another bishops wife available to talk to sig-

nificantly improved the overall rating of the experience of

being a bishopsbishop wife having children especially young

sum

s
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children at home made the position more difficult in many

ways and this is probably part of the reason age had an

important and very significant effect on all these measures

and most subscalessub

particular
scales

advantages and difficulties of the position
were ranked by the degree of reward of problem they presented

to respondents over time in the position difficulties showed

a tendency to decrease while advantages increased but the
tendency was generally not significant age though was an

important factor significantly reducing the impact of

problems and increasing several of the advantages

respondent comments support the appropriateness of

bishops wives for a study of the effects of positive stressor
events on families but are themselves only vague about

patterns of stress most comments that gave any indication of

the variation in stress over time simply said it was harder in

the first year or in the beginning

in summary two measures the stress and depression

scales support the honeymoon model two measures the

descriptive statements and overall rating neither support nor

disprove either model and comments provide little information

on the pattern of stress the age of the bishops wife the
ages of her children the length of time in the position and

whether she has another bishops wife to talk to are important

factors that affect how she experiences the position and what

impact being a bishops wife has on her and her family
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CHAPTER 4

discussion AND conclusions

this study was conducted in order to test the hypothesis

that positive stressor events produce a honeymoon period of

decreased stress and increased family organization before the

crisis period predicted by hills roller coaster model mormon

bishops wives were chosen for this study because these women

all face the same stressor event hills factor A all have

intact and strong families strong faith and a general view

of hardships as challenges some of the resources that are

part of hills factor B nearly all view the stressor event

as something positive for their families hills factor C

and they manage to successfully cope with the pressures of the

position with faith and families intact if there is a pattern

to how family stress and time are related after a positive

stressor event it should be clearly seen in such a group

in fact the data did not clearly support or reject
either the original roller coaster model or the honeymoon

model the alreadylowalready levelslow of depression among bishops

wives decrease over time in the position as do most of the

individual symptoms difficulties decreased in importance and

degree over time while advantages were rated higher over

time similarly the longer the respondent had been a bishops
74
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wife the higher the overall perception score she gave the
experience

stress and total depression scores suggested the poss-
ibility of a honeymoon period both were relatively low for the

first five months then rose sharply in the 6106 month10 period

the depression score then dropped sharply over the next ten
months and neither scale showed such extreme shifts or

differences from the overall mean throughout the rest of the
time span the overall rating did not indicate a honeymoon

period but it didnt clearly support the roller coaster model

either while its meaning is not clear it does not give

evidence to contradict the strong support that the depression

and stress scales give to the honeymoon model

because the number of early cases was so small 253525

cases

35

used in calculating regression statistics the results
dont have the degree of certainty needed to make more

definite statements but they do suggest that a honeymoon

period may occur they certainly justify further research to

determine whether these findings are the result of chance or

reflect the actual pattern of family stress
the need for gaining an accurate picture of family stress

patterns in response to stressful lifechanginglife positivechanging

events is clearly demonstrated by the survey respondents both

in their comments and in their extraordinary participation
rate
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while time in the position was correlated with several
measures other variables had a more consistent relationship
age in particular was significantly related to almost every

measure As age increased stress symptoms of depression and

the impact of difficulties decreased while the overall rating
of the experience increased part of the effect of age may be

produced by the presence and ages of children in the home

having older children or not having children at home anymore

significantly reduced stress increased age may also reflect
increased independence self confidence and experience all
of which might reduce the impact of many of the pressures

whether the respondent was employed outside the home

lived in a mormon state or was born into the church had no

effect on stress overall rating or depression having a

friend or relative in the same position to talk to corre-

sponded with greatly improved overall ratings and depression

scores and many respondents commented that talking to other
bishops wives was the most important stress reliever

implications for LDS bishops wives

the womans age at the time of her husbands calling as

bishop has a very significant effect on nearly every aspect of

the experience of being a bishops wife it would be simple to

advise that only older couples with grown or older children be

placed in the position by the church but it is doubtful that
age is a major factor in the selection of bishops still the

knowledge that the experienceexpedience tends to be more difficult for

sign if icanticart ef fectact
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younger women with younger children might help such women

understand why they feel as if they are handling the position

less competently than older friends and relatives who are also
bishops wives

when the bishop is called to his position he receives
handbooks and training several wives commented that a

handbook or clear counsellingunsellingco about what their position can be

expected to entail would be a great help A small handbook

could easily be developed from the data gathered here

describing what feelings and problems other bishops wives

have encountered when the pressures seemed to be greatest
and how other wives dealt with them the handbook would make

it clear that not all bishops wives experience these prob-

lems but that they are not uncommon the opportunity to
compare experiences and find that what the women are feeling

is normal could significantly reduce stress and feelings of

guilt
another way to provide support and perspective to women

in this position is to encourage socialization with other
bishops wives some respondents and interviewees mentioned

annual retreats for bishops and their wives and said these
were tremendously helpful these were not training therapy

or gripe sessions but were opportunities to socialize with

others who shared similar experiences and to get away from

phones for a while A semiannualsemi luncheonannual at stake conferenc-

es a stake consists of several wards would be a simpler
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way to provide some of the same benefits but might leave the
group more open to interruptions and may not allow the degree

of relaxed interaction a day or weekend away would give

ward youth programs might take it upon themselves to help
a young bishops wife take care of her children during church

meetings and to help the bishop with yardworkyar anddwork household

chores he has difficulty finding time for both these forms of

assistance would reduce the pressures on the bishops and their
wives

it is difficult to discourage members from calling the
bishop for needs that could easily be met by others in the
ward without leaving some members feeling reluctant to

bother the bishop even when they need him several bishops

wives reported that an answering machine considerably reduced

the problem of taking confidential calls and messages and

allowed them more freedom from the phones constant interrup-

tions
finally bishops could be encouraged to set and strictly

hold to a specific schedule for church work allowing only

emergencies to take away from designated family time re-

spondents whose husbands did this were very grateful and

reported that they and their children were more easily able to

handle his time away because they knew when he would be home

and available to them

spondents
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problems with the study

the main problem with the study was the inability to
adequately sample those who have been bishops wives less than
a year part of the problem was that the sampling frame was

six months out of date but another problem was that the
questionnaire was apparently too intimidating for some new

bishops wives this is based on the fact that three women

returned blank questionnaires with notes saying they were too

new to the position to answer the questions it would have

been helpfulhelpfhelff if they had answered the questions that did

apply especially the demographics and the stress depression

and overall rating scales the questionnaire could have had

instructions to complete whatever questions could be answered

if the respondent was too new to answer them all
the other problem was the wording of the descriptive

statements statement E like any other calling was too

inclusive and so general that no information about the pattern

of family stress could be identified from this statement

chosen by the vast majority of respondents other statements

may have been too detailed or used too negativelychargednegatively

words

charged

and phrases making the least detailed and most positive
statement the only choice

suggestions for further research
A more extensive study of bishops wives including more

subjects in their first year and using revised descriptive

statements should give more conclusive results one responcespon

frame
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dent suggested studying the bishops families in the period

after the bishops have been released studies of returning
soldiers show the reintegration of a missing member to be

highly stressful yet the return would be a positive event so

such a study might be useful in determining stress patterns

it might be easier to include many old bishops than it is to
capture new bishops in a survey

groups other than LDS bishops wives who show the same

types of similarities and have stable strong families could

also be studied after positive events this might include

families in which a spouse is returning to school or families
relocating for reasons they view as good for the family

based on respondents comments there is a definite need

to know what pattern of stress to expect after a positive
stressor event and further studies should be performed in

order to more clearly and certainly discern the pattern if it
exists
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the center for studies of the family

at brigham young university is conducting
a survey of the wives of LDS bishops theghe
bishops family receives many blessings
because of his calling and service the
family especially the wife alsoaiso experiences
challenges because of his position we
want to better understand what those chal-
lenges are and how bishops wives cope
with them to make the study as accurate
as possible a random samplesampie of wards
across the united states was carefully cho-
sen it is important that the questionnaire
be completed by the current bishops wife
in each of those wards if your husband
has been released please give this entire
packet to the new bishops wife if your
husband is still the bishop please take a
few moments to complete and return the
enclosed confidential questionnaire feel
free to add any comments using the back
of this page if more space is needed be-
cause your feelings and ideas are important
to the study

if you would rather not participate
would you please return the blankbiank question-
naire in the business reply envelope

thank you veryvers much for your helpheip

821
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WHAT ITS LIKE TO BE THE WIFE OF AN LDS BISHOP

this study of the rewards and challenges experienced by the wives of LDS

bishops is being conducted by the CENTER FOR STUDIES OF THE

FAMILY at brigham young university the purpose is to discover what the

rewards are what challenges bishopsshops wives face and how the wives cope with

difficulties thisthithl questionnaire asks about your experience as the wife of an

LDS bishop

you are part of a carefully selected random sample of bishops wives

throughout the united states it is important to the study that you complete

the questionnaire your responses are completely anonymous so please dont

put your name on the questionnaire after you have filled it out seal it in the

business reply envelope provided and drop it in the mail no one will ever

know which questionnaire is yours

there are no right or wrong answers we are interested in your actual

feelings and experiences

thank you for your help in this important project

irene adams
project director

bruce chadwick director
center for studies of the family
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1 how many months has it been since your husband was called as bishop
if he has served as a bishop previously check here Q

2 how old were you at the time of his call years

3 how many children did you have living at home at that time

4 what were the childrens ages

5 how many children live at home now

6 what is the highest level of formal education that you and your husband have obtained

YOU HUSBAND

Q Q less than high school graduation
Q Q high school diploma
Q Q some college or vocational school
Q Q completed community college or vocational school
Q Q obtained college degree 4 year
Q Q did graduate work

7 do you have a job outside the home Q no Q yes
if yes occupation and hours per week

8 were you raised in the church or did you join as a teenager or later
Q raised in the church or joined before age 12 Q joined at age 12 or later

9 at the time your husband was called to be bishop did you feel that the call would be primarily
a good thing or a bad thing for the family
EJ good ll11 okay Q good and bad ll11 not too good Q bad

10 when your husband was called to be a bishop were you and he given an estimate of how long
he would serve in that position Q yes Q no
if yes how long were you told to anticipate years

11 do you have a close friend or relative who is now or has been a bishops wife whom you can
talk to about what you are going through CJ yes el no

12 what advice if any were you given when your husband was called as bishop who gave you
the advice stake president previous bishop previous bishops wife other ward member
friend relative etc

WHO ADVISED YOU ADVICEADVREADVR GIVEN TO YOU

851
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I1 & s iz ar2rz

ll11 B L C 0 D Q E

A at first we were determined to do everything right to be the best bishop and family we could be for a while it wasnt hard
then we found ourselves too tired too tense and upset a lot finally we realized we couldnt do everything perfectly and
we concentrated on the things that mattered most from thathat point on things went much better for us

andano

scemsscams

86

13 read through the next five paragraphs a few times to see which one most closely resembles your situation as a bishops wife though
none of the paragraphs may perfectly fit your experience which one comes closest

check one Q A QB QC

B when he first became bishop it seemed that suddenly we couldnt do anything right there was confusion about who was
supposed to do what jobs in the familypayingfamily billspaying disciplining the kids taking care of repairs and such an a lot of things
were only halfway done if done at all eventually we had to sort out what jobs each of us would do and how we would
handle other problems that came up and how to arrange for time together then we were able to get things done and be
a family again

C its been absolutely up and down right from the start sometimes were doing fine and sometimes everything s ms to fall
apart it doesnt really seem to et any better or worse I1 guess we can just keep it up so long then we crash regroup and
do it again for a while

D in the beginning it was all new and important and even kind of exciting that made it easy to go to the extra efforts neces-
sary but as time went on it lost its newness and excitement and became more and more of a strain we still try to do all
we can but it seems harder now

E it was pretty much like any other calling even though busier it didnt cause any particular problems but of course it

became easier as we got more used to the duties and settled in the routine

14 the mowingfollowing are some of the difficulties that other wives of bishops have mentioned experiencing during their
husbandhusbands term as bishop please circle the number that expresses how each of these statements relates to you and
your familyfarn ifglyfly you have not experienced an item circle O0

difficulties

his calling takes him away from the family and me so much
thatthai we dont get to spend much time with him

when hes home hes still thinking about or involved with
ward business its as if he isnt reallyrealty home

something always seems to come up in the ward to interfere
with planned time together

A lot of things hes involved with he cant talk to me
about and we cant share as much as we used to

n 11 i
tt Z

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

get

husbandsterm
V

sterm
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1I feel reluctant to ask him for time energy or attention 0 1 2 3 4 5
for the family or myself I1 dont want to add to his burdens

he is careful not to betray confidences and ward members assume 1I 0 1 2 3 4 5
know everything he knows so I1 often dont know whats happening in the ward

our family is expected to be model mormons model 0 1 2 3 4 5
marriage model children model church members

its hard to just be myself with ward members no matter 0 1 2 3 4 5
where I1 am or what were doing im the bishops wife

difficulties continued

i a
z z Z

hes not able to help much with the children at home or at 0 1 2 3 4 5
church so I1 end up taking care of them alone most of the time

advantages

since he received his calling we have set
higher spiritual goals for our family

he has more spiritual experiences and brings
that spirituality home with him

he appreciates the peace and love in our family
more now than ever before

with so much time alone with the children I1 have built a
deeper stronger relationship with them

im learning to do things around the house or with the
kids that he would otherwise be doing

I1 get to attend special events with him thatthai I1 wouldnt
get to go to if he wasnt the bishop

I1 know that what he is doing is important

I1 know that his position as bishop
will only last a few years

i c ifz z IS1 S

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
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15 below is a list of ways you might have felt or behaved during the past month on how many days during the past
month did you

1 feel bothered by things that usually dont bother you days

2 feel that you could not shake off the blues even with help from your family or friends days

3 have trouble keeping your mind on what you were doing days

4 feel depressed days

5 feel that everything you did was an effort days

6 feel you could not get going days

7 feel fearful days

8 sleep restlessly days

9 feel lonely days

10 feel sad days

16 below is a list of events that can occur in a persons life next to each one is an average score people
have given for the amount of stress each one causes As you can seesec there are good and bad
experiences listed since good experiences can also produce stress

a please circle any of the events you and your husband have experienced since he was called as
bishop

100 death of spouse
63 death of close family member
53 personal injury or illness
47 fired at work
45 retirement
44 change in health of family member
40 pregnancy or process of adoption
39 gain of new family member
39 business readjustment
38 change of financial state
37 death of a close friend
36 change in line of work
35 change in number of arguments with spouse
31 MO over 60000
29 change in responsibilities at work
29 son or daughter leaving home
29 trouble with inlawsin
28

laws

outstanding personapersons achievement

26 wife begins or stops work
26 beginning or end of school
25 change in living conditions
24 revision of personal habits
23 trouble with boss
20 change in work hours
20 change in residence
20 change in schools
19 change in recreation
19 change in church activities
18 change in social activities
17 mortgage 60000 or less
16 change in sleeping habits
16 change in eating habits
13 vacation
12 christmas
11 minor violation of liw

b choosing a number between 1 and 100 how would you rate the amount of stress you have
experienced as a bishops wife compared to the scores for events on the list
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17 what are two or three of the best things about being a bishops wife

a

b

c

18 what are two or three of the hardest things about being a bishops wife

19 what are some of the ways you handle the difficulties of the position

20 what advice would you give a new bishops wife

21 though you may have experienced good times bad times or some of both due to your husbands calling as
a bishop what is YOUR overall perception of the experience so far please circle a number below

10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 464 8 10

bad some good good
somesoine bad

THANK YOU

891
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family stress and the role of

the mormon bishops wife
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MS degree december 1991

ABSTRACT

A national survey of 289 mormon bishops wives was
conducted to determine whether reuben hills roller coaster
model of family stress following a stressor event should be
modified to include a honeymoon period when the precipitating
event is viewed positively by the family the honeymoon period
was expected to be within the first year and too few
respondents were in their first year to give statistically
significant evidence of such a pattern several measures did
give significantnonsignificantnon evidence of a honeymoon phase though

other factors found to have an important effect on the
stressfulness of the position of bishops wife were age of
the woman positive effect presence and age of children no
children or only older children at home is less stressful
and whether or not the wife has a friend or relative to talk
to who is also a bishops wife which improves the overall
rating of the position
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